Climate adaptation strategies typically involve making adjustments to laws about planning, resource allocation, and infrastructure to ensure that the built and natural environments will continue to support human communities. The question investigated here is related but distinct. This essay interrogates the necessary conditions for indigenous communities to survive, and perhaps even thrive, while maintaining their unique cultures in the face of dramatic and/or unknowable material circumstances. In other words, rather than ask how indigenous communities will adjust to the effects of a changing climate, this article asks what the essential conditions are for indigenous communities themselves to consider the extent, scope, and terms of any and all necessary adjustments. The history of the Cherokee Nation's adaptation to their forced removal from their homelands in the Southeast to Oklahoma, explored briefly here, provides an initial set of hypotheses about the core components for successful adaptation to radically different territorial circumstances.
INTRODUCTION
A rticles about climate change often begin with a recitation of the effects of global warming-rising sea levels, retreating glaciers, declining species-and then, depending on the subject matter, more details about specific impacts on particular geographies or communities of people. This-the climate change testimonial-was particularly important in the early days of climate change scholarship when the average non-specialist reader had to be persuaded that this was a serious phenomenon about which scientists had achieved a consensus. Today, in the rarefied world of the academic publication, some things have changed. First, the sheer volume of climate change scholarship has reduced the need for the generalized testimonial.
1 Second, the specificity of scientific information has allowed for more fine-grained discussion of effects on particular regions and peoples. The climate change testimonial has therefore become both shorter and more tailored.
Yet out there in the warming world, much has remained the same. There is still no binding, enforceable national or international regime of greenhouse gas emissions control. Global emissions continue to rise. And the effects of global climate change continue to register, unabated by the mountains of law and policy scholarship proposing all manner of solutions. Not surprisingly, the scholarship has therefore shifted in recent years from a near exclusive focus on mitigation (the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions) 1 The Fourth International Panel on Climate Change Assessment Reports were issued in 2007. Using that as a dividing line, a search of the Westlaw ''law reviews and journals'' database, last run on Sept. 22, 2010, revealed that 168 articles with the terms ''climate change'' in the title were published before 2007, and 541 after 2007. 2010.0034 to adaptation (the accommodation of extant and inevitable effects of climate change). 2 In other words, the climate change testimonial has changed, but not because scholarly testifying has had much effect.
ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE
I begin in this register of futility because it is painful to write about the effects of climate change on American Indian communities (and any communities disproportionately affected by climate change) when to do so has so little impact. The disparate effects of climate on American Indian nations have been documented, 3 yet for communities facing drought, flooding, and relocation, the mere documentation of their tragedy feels redundant if not exploitative. Margaret Hiza Redsteer, an expert on the effects of prolonged drought on the Navajo Nation, put it this way: ''Truthfully, we don't have the luxury of simply discussing the issues any more; time has been squandered on this issue enough already. Alaskan villages continue to sink in permafrost or tumble into the ocean, and homes here in Arizona are still getting buried in sand as the people who live here search for water. [Our work] will only be meaningful if we can use it to accomplish something real. '' 4 Doing something real is, of course, a perennial challenge for legal scholarship. 5 The problem is not that expertise has no role to play. In the context of adaptation in particular, many legal and policy puzzles remain to be addressed. Yet other than drawing attention to a few key areas of concern, the role of scholarship, as opposed to advocacy or policymaking, is not readily apparent. 6 This essay appears to be writing itself into oblivion. To save itself, it will take a leap away from climate adaptation in the traditional sense. If adaptation strategies typically involve making adjustments to laws about planning, resource allocation, and infrastructure to ensure that the built and natural environments will continue to support human communities, the question investigated here is related but distinct. This essay instead interrogates the necessary conditions for indigenous communities to survive, and perhaps even thrive, while maintaining their unique cultures in the face of dramatic and/or unknowable material circumstances. In other words, rather than ask how indigenous communities will adjust to the effects of a changing climate, this article asks what the essential conditions are for indigenous communities themselves to determine the extent, scope, and terms of any and all necessary adjustments. For some indigenous communities, the changes to their lands and resources will necessitate physical relocation. 7 For others, physical relocation will not be necessary, but dramatic changes to the natural world that shaped their cultures will pose equally dramatic questions about the adequacy of their current political and governing structures.
Framing the inquiry this way is consistent with an appropriate understanding of climate justice for American Indian tribes. First, American Indian tribes have suffered '''palpable and endemic disadvantage' stemming from a long history of discrimination, exclusion and deliberate attempts to destroy their cultural and political communities,'' 8 and therefore fit within an accepted definition of an environmental justice community. Second, with respect to climate change in particular, American Indian tribes have contributed very little to the problem, yet are poised to bear profound and widespread effects. As I have written elsewhere, a key component of justice for American Indian tribes is support for their separate political status.
9 Climate justice for tribes, particularly in the context of adaptation, therefore should include support for tribal institutions to chart their own culturally appropriate path.
10
This essay will proceed as follows. Part I explores the meaning of adaptation for American Indian tribes who face loss of land, resources, and other material conditions that form the basis for their cultures and economies. Part II will suggest that there are historical analogues to the situation that tribes now face, and will explore one particularly salient example, that of the Cherokee Nation after their removal from their homelands in the Southeast to Oklahoma. Part II then concludes by drawing some preliminary lessons from the Cherokee history, and suggests possibilities for additional research to discern the core components necessary to allow for radical adaptation by American Indian tribes. Scholarship won't stop climate change, but it can shed light on whether legal and 2 A Westlaw search of the ''law reviews and journals'' database, last run on Sept. See id.
The link between tribal self-governance and justice for tribes has been made by many, and is born out by the United States' various failed federal policies for tribes. The worst outcomes for tribes and tribal peoples have occurred under policies aimed at destroying tribes as governments and/or terminating their unique sovereign-to-sovereign relationship with the United States. 
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I. RADICAL ADAPTATION
The title of this article, ''Radical Adaptation,'' is itself an adaptation of the title of an astonishing little book by a philosopher named Jonathan Lear. 11 The book, Radical Hope: Ethics in the Face of Cultural Devastation, considers the actions of the Crow leader, Chief Plenty Coups, during the time when the Crow were confined to a reservation, forced to abandon their traditional way of life, and therefore faced with the possibility that they might cease to exist as a distinct people.
Indigenous peoples throughout the United States, 12 and most urgently in the Arctic region, face analogous changes to their material circumstances. The causes are different. The cavalry is no longer rounding up Native people and forcing them onto ever-shrinking homelands. Instead (here comes the climate testimonial), Alaska Native homelands are shrinking, or more aptly melting away. According to a GAO Report, 184 Alaska Native villages are at risk from flooding and erosion due to climate change. 13 Of these, thirty-one face imminent threats, and twelve have decided to relocate.
14 One, the village of Newtok, has already begun the process of relocating to a new site, and several more are in the planning stages. 15 The Native Village of Kivalina brought national attention to the challenges facing Native Alaskan communities when they sued ExxonMobil Corp. and twenty-three other energy, oil and gas, and utility companies for their contributions to climate change. 16 In addition to coastal erosion and flooding, the more extreme warming in the Arctic is causing melting permafrost, changing feeding and migration patterns of animals, threats to polar bears and sea lions, earlier and less predictable seasons for native plants, and a range of related cultural and economic secondary effects. 17 While not yet as dramatic as the Arctic situation, American Indian nations in other regions, including but not limited to the Pacific Northwest and the four corners area of the Southwest, may soon face a variety of climate effects that, when combined with the politics of confronting them, also put long-held economic and cultural practices at risk. 18 In the Pacific Northwest, the main threats come in the form of changes to the hydrologic cycle that increase the risks to salmon and other fish species central to the cultural and economic lives of many tribes in the region. 19 In the Southwest, increasing temperatures, decreasing snow pack, and the likelihood of longer and more dramatic periods of drought are the likely stressors. 20 Impacts will include increased desertification, migration of native flora and fauna, and water scarcity. 21 As a result, gathering of native plants for ceremonies, traditional livelihoods based on dry-land agriculture and grazing, as well as more recent sustainable ventures such as tourism and recreation will be affected. 22 Just as the Crow had to grapple with what it meant to be Crow after all that gave their identity meaning had changed, Native villages in Alaska and American Indian tribes throughout the United States will have to sort out how to remain distinct peoples in circumstances that are robbing them of the economic, cultural, and spiritual frameworks for assessing that very question. As Lear put it, ''Humans are by nature cultural animals; we necessarily inhabit a way of life that is expressed in a culture. But our way of life, whatever it is, is vulnerable in various ways, and we as participants in that way of life inherit a vulnerability. Should that way of life break down, that is our problem.''
23
Climate change renders indigenous communities distinctly vulnerable to this kind of breakdown, and the question explored here-what governance structures might provide indigenous peoples with the capability to adapt to radically different climactic circumstances, yet still remain themselves?-is the legal and policy cousin to the more philosophical one that Lear asked.
II. ADAPTING TO REMOVAL AND RESERVATION POLICIES
Sadly, United States' policies towards American Indian nations provide us with many possible analogies for this moment of vulnerability. If there is anything redemptive in this history, perhaps it can be drawn on here. During the nineteenth century, from roughly 1820 through 1887, the federal government's approach to the stubborn persistence of Indian nations within its borders was to 22 See Hanna, supra note 3, at 20-22. 23 Lear, supra note 10, at 6 (2006).
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remove them from areas where demand for settlement by non-Indians was high. The policies involved two approaches. First, removal policies forced tribes from all over the country to migrate to the Oklahoma and Kansas territories. The short-lived plan was to create an ''Indian territory,'' where tribes would be left to govern themselves, free from white encroachment. 24 The second approach included the ''reservation policies,'' which entailed greater degrees of confinement and federal control. 25 The reservation approach shrunk the land base promised to tribes, and also imposed federal laws and regulations on some intra-tribal activities. 26 While these forms of forced relocation are different from the environmental relocations and disruptions occurring or soon to be under way in the Arctic and other regions, they may nonetheless be instructive regarding what enables American Indian nations to make the transition from their aboriginal lands to new terrain. (As the Crow example indicates, ''new terrain'' does not necessarily mean a wholly different geographic locale. If the natural resource base is decimated due to species loss and other constraints, staying in place can require adapting to new terrain.) A comprehensive study of how all tribes fared under these policies would be ideal, but as a start this article offers a preliminary examination of the Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma in the period after removal and before the Civil War. The Cherokee story provides insight regarding the question of what, beyond money and a new place to live, enables a people not merely to carry on, but to adapt, persist, and perhaps even flourish.
A. The Cherokee Golden Age
There is a fascinating period in the history of the Cherokee Nation, from 1838 until just before the Civil War, that seems particularly instructive regarding the question of how indigenous peoples might adapt to relocation due to climate change. The Cherokee had been forced to relocate to Oklahoma under President Jackson's removal policy, and yet they managed to reconstitute their society in a way that enabled them, relatively speaking, to prosper. During this period, sometimes referred to as the Cherokee ''Golden Age, '' 27 the Cherokee managed not only to survive in their new homeland, 800 miles west of the fertile and abundant hills and valleys in the southeast that they had been forced to abandon, but to grow and adapt in a distinctly Cherokee way. 28 To be sure, there were hardships as well as some extremely violent intra-tribal conflict, 29 but the Cherokee nonetheless managed to foster institution building, governance, and a reasonably prosperous agricultural economy. 30 How and why were the Cherokee able to adapt as successfully as they did? The over-arching structural reason is that they had sufficient political and legal independence to chart their own adaptive path.
In colonial times, the Cherokee were among the largest of the Indian tribes on the southern frontier of America, living in scattered villages throughout the Appalachian Mountains. The first post-colonial treaty between the Cherokee and United States, the Treaty of Hopewell in 1785, restricted their territory, and subsequent agreements resulted, by the 1820s, in a concentration of Cherokee lands in Georgia and Tennessee. Part of the adaptive strategy of the Cherokee during the post-colonial and preremoval period was to incorporate the elements of white society that could be made consistent with their own traditions. The Cherokee were remarkably successful in this strategy of taking the best from the two cultures.
31 By the mid 1820s, they had a written Cherokee language that had been taught successfully to many tribal members. They had a court system and written laws. They had a Cherokee newspaper, aptly named the Cherokee Phoenix, and in 1827, the Cherokee adopted the first written constitution of any Indian nation.
Yet pressure for Cherokee land did not abate. Despite the Cherokee's deliberate efforts to adapt in order to fend off white encroachment, their success was turned against them. The state of Georgia, perceiving the Cherokee as a growing threat, struck a deal with the federal government in 1802 that it would cede its western land claims in exchange for the extinguishment of Indian title within the state. Thus pressure to remove the Cherokee Nation began not long after they had been promised their lands in perpetuity in the Treaty of Hopewell. In American Indian law circles, the Cherokee's attempts to litigate their way out of Georgia's efforts to terminate the separate legal status of the Cherokee are well known. In two cases that have become cornerstones of American Indian law, Cherokee Nation v. Georgia 32 and Worcester v. Georgia, 33 the Cherokee argued that the Treaty of Hopewell and the relationship that the Treaty cemented between the Cherokee and the federal government foreclosed Georgia's attempts to impose its laws on the Tribe. The Cherokee Nation lost the first case on jurisdictional grounds. The Supreme Court held that the Cherokee could not bring their case as an original matter in the United Supreme Court because the Cherokee Nation was neither a state nor a foreign nation, but rather a ''domestic dependent nation.'' 
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The second case, brought by a non-Indian missionary who had been convicted of the state crime of failing to obtain a license to enter the Cherokee reservation, raised the same substantive issues. This time, the Court ruled against Georgia, and Chief Justice John Marshall outlined the contours of American Indian tribal sovereignty that remain the foundations of much of American Indian law today. As peoples whose sovereignty pre-dated the United States, tribes relinquished only the powers of external foreign relations and the right to convey legal title to property to anyone other than the United States. Otherwise, according to Worcester, tribes have control over their members and their territory, and state laws ''shall have no force. '' 35 These cases form part of the story of how the Cherokee constructed a bridge between the world that they had created in the Southeast with the world that they would have to start anew in Oklahoma. The story includes a very strong belief in and reliance on law, both the development of Cherokee law and faith in the white man's adherence to his own rules of law, a faith that was tested repeatedly. 36 Indeed, the Cherokee's legal efforts were not enough to stave off the forces of removal. Congress passed a removal bill, and the unceasing pressure on the Cherokee eventually resulted in a faction, led by Major Ridge, his son John Ridge, and Elias Boudinot, signing the Removal Treaty of 1835, which acceded to abandoning the Cherokee lands in Georgia in exchange for lands in the Indian Territory. 37 Still, the majority of Cherokee, led by John Ross, refused to leave until, with the threat of military coercion hanging over them, most Cherokee remaining in Georgia were organized into Cherokee-led detachments that left their homelands in the fall of 1838. 38 The march, known as the Trail of Tears, was cruel and brutal; at least four thousand Cherokee died along the way. 39 Yet after they arrived in the Indian territory, despite intense and violent intra-tribal conflict and persistent pressure from an array of outside forces to concede even more land, the Cherokee Nation was able to reestablish its laws, including its Constitution, its schools, its press, and cultivate a stable agrarian and trading economy. 40 Why were the Cherokee able to adapt to a new territory, amidst intra-tribal turbulence and ceaseless pressure from outside forces? Surely there are answers rooted in various disciplines. 41 But the stories that each of these disciplines might tell is made possible by an over-arching structural reality that existed for the Cherokee: their legal status as domestic sovereign nations, which provided a measure of political independence. The Cherokee Nation's sovereignty, recognized in the Cherokee treaties, the Supreme Court's Cherokee cases, and exercised with vigor on the ground during their brief respite in Oklahoma, allowed Cherokee leaders like John Ross and others, in concert with the people, to chart a path that allowed them to face relocation and upheaval while crafting definitions of how to be Cherokee in changing times. Before removal, political independence allowed the Cherokee to frame their strategy of defending their separate status by adapting and incorporating many Anglo norms and institutions. 42 After removal that foundation carried with them, notwithstanding the many obstacles that had to be overcome, not least of which was reuniting a people that had been riven by different responses to the removal policies. 43 In short, political independence, (a function of tribal sovereignty) gave the Cherokee the breathing room to forge a uniquely Cherokee path that could succeed even in radically different circumstances. 44 Success did not mean complete assimilation. Rather, for the Cherokee it meant internalization of some rule of law norms and forms with simultaneous retention of core Cherokee values. 45 And importantly, it also meant securing the very same political independence that had made adaptation in a new land possible. 46 Devastatingly for the Cherokee, this political independence was shortlived. The Civil War, followed by the government's policies of allotment and assimilation, unraveled the advances of the Golden Age and put the Cherokee in a situation, politically, economically, and culturally, of nearly starting from scratch in the twentieth century. 47 
B. Preliminary implications and directions for research
The Cherokee Golden Age, explored only preliminarily here, provides reason to think that additional research might illuminate the various components necessary for American Indian tribes to adapt to climate change. Removal and Reservation policies affected virtually all American Indian tribes in the lower forty-eight states. 48 Comprehensive study of the tribes that fared relatively well, and comparison with those that did not, might reveal key components of success. I hypothesize here that one component is the legal structure and de facto exercise of tribal self-governance. Another might be a tribe's selfnarration of their survival and success as a people. How much difference, for example, does the story of the ''Trail of Tears'' itself make? Today, the Cherokee Nation commemorates the Trail of Tears in song, through dramatic reenactment, and various other events of cultural significance. 49 Like the biblical tale of Exodus, it is as much about the formation and strengthening of identity as it is about the losses endured on the trail of exile. Certainly other recurring factors-strong leadership, sufficient natural resources, relative insulation from non-Indian encroachment-will emerge. When the challenge posed is climate change, which entails pervasive effects on land and resources, one of the most important factors to consider will be the land's ability to sustain a people, its culture, and its economy. The remarkable stories of tribal survival, despite the many federal policies aimed at eradicating the separate existence of Indian nations, provide ample territory for research.
CONCLUSION
What are the lessons for the Native villages and other indigenous peoples throughout the country as they face these modern versions of forced relocation and/or shrinking of their reservation resources? If the goal is to perpetuate indigenous peoples as such, then adaptation must include support for Native self-governance. Certainly funding for relocation, acquisition of new land, and related adaptive strategies are necessary. 50 But monetary and technical support is not sufficient. Given that we are already well into the phase of having to adapt to climate change's increasingly intense and pervasive effects, we should support governance structures that will allow indigenous peoples to chart their own path in a world that has no precedents. Research, in cooperation and consultation with tribes, concerning what enabled them to survive earlier relocations and disruptions might be a key component of formulating appropriate sovereigntypromoting policies today. The Native Village of Newtok, as it adapts to a new location, will simultaneously have to adapt (again and again) to the Arctic's changing ecology. When the material circumstances of a culture and economy are up for grabs, strengthening the community's ability to ride that rough wave may be the best, perhaps only, adaptation policy that matters.
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